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1 Introduction
The analysis of problems involving hidden action usually starts by charac-
terizing the first best solution, which is understood as being equivalent to
unconstrained Pareto optimality.1 The typical first best contract commits the
agent to a specific behavior by conditioning any favorable payment solely to
this action. If the principal is risk–neutral and the agent is risk–averse, it is
well known that such a contract entails a constant payment on the part of
the principal. Since complete insurance is what economists would expect if
there were a market where all contingencies could be traded this notion of
first–best seems to be highly intuitive. However, we shall give an example
that shows that even the first–best can be improved.
Our example builds on the possibility of randomizing over contracts. The
underlying idea is not new and was recognized by Baiman [2]. He pointed
out that any pure contract may be suboptimal as soon as randomization
over contracts is admitted. This issue has been investigated by various au-
thors for the case of moral hazard (see Gjesdal [4], Grossman and Hart [5],
Arnott and Stiglitz [1]). However, to our knowledge, under the heading ex-
ante randomization Fellingham, Kwon and Newman [3] were the first to give
a formal discussion of the desirability of randomization in the full informa-
1Shavell [7] and Grossmann and Hart [5] defined a Pareto efficient allocation as a fee
schedule and an effort level that maximizes the principal’s utility subject to the agent’s
utility being equal to some outside option. In Ross [6], Pareto efficiency requires a weighted
sum of the agent’s and the principal’s utility to be maximized. However, Ross did not
consider utility functions with the action taken as a direct argument.
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tion case, i.e. situations with no informational asymmetries such as settings
that would lead to the first best contract. They formulated sufficient con-
ditions that render ex-ante randomization efficient. However, their analysis
is restricted to local non-convexities around the first–best. In contrast, as
our example shows, ex-ante randomization can be profitable even with con-
cave preferences and expected payoffs, thus implying that efficient ex-ante
randomization could not be ruled out in general if the latter two were con-
cave. The result highlights the importance of global properties of the Pareto
frontier over local ones.
2 The Example
An agent chooses between two legally enforceable effort levels q ∈ {0, 1}.
The principal pays a wage ω ≥ 0. Assume that the agent’s utility is given
by the function U(ω, q) = V (ω) − C(q), where V (ω) = ln(ω + 1) stands for
the utility resulting from a wage ω and C(0) = 0, C(1) = ln 2 are the costs
of the respective effort levels. If the agent does not accept the contract his
outside option is U0 = 0. The principal receives a payoff Π(pi,ω) = pi − ω,
where pi is random with conditional expectation values E[pi|q = 0] = 0 and
E[pi|q = 1] = 1 + ε for some constant ε > 0. It is straightforward to verify
that the first–best contract in this simple setting is (w∗, q∗) = (1, 1). Then,
for the agent, there results a utility equal to his outside option, whereas the
principal would make a profit of E[Π(1, 1)] = ε > 0.
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Now suppose that the principal has access to a publicly observable univer-
sal random generator, e.g. a dice, so that the principal could offer contracts
of the form (ω, p) where p depicts the probability of having the agent com-
mitted to the effort level q = 1. For such a contract to be accepted by the
agent, it must hold that
V (ω)− (1− p) C(0)− p C(1) ≥ 0
which makes the wage depend on p, namely ω = ω(p) or, more precisely,
ω(p) = 2p − 1. The principal’s payoff would be
Ep[Π] = (1− p) E[pi|q = 0] + p E[pi|q = 1]− ω(p)
= p (1 + ε)− 2p + 1.
The first order condition for the associated maximization problem (for ε
sufficiently small) is
∂Ep[Π]
∂p
= 1 + ε− ln 2 · 2p∗ = 0 or p∗ = ln(1 + ε)− ln(ln 2)
ln 2
.
Note that
lim
ε→0
p∗ =
ln(ln 2)
ln 2
≈ 0.529
and limε→0 Ep∗ [Π] ≈ 0.086.
In sum, while the principal always prefers a contract with q = 1 to a
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contract with q = 0, he would like to have the agent working only with a
certain probability, provided this sort of contract is feasible. In particular, for
a sufficiently small ε, such a contract always strictly dominates the first–best
solution (1, 1). The situation is depicted in Figure 1. Each curve represents
the set of utility pairs that result from different allocations between the
principal and the agent, given an effort level. The first–best leads to an utility
pair of A, whereas prior randomization would result in an expected profit
given by B. After randomization has taken place the resulting allocations
could C or D, respectively. - place
Figure 1
here -3 Discussion
Suppose a higher effort level is associated with a higher expected payoff.
Then, the intuition in our example works as follows: Let (ω1, q1) and (ω2, q2)
be wage-effort combination with q1 = q∗, q2 < q∗ and ω1 < ω∗, ω2 = ω∗.2
The agent is offered these two contracts in form of a lottery with probability
p and (1− p), respectively, such that his participation constraint still holds.
If he is risk averse in income the agent would be willing to forego some of
his income ω∗ in favor of a reduced risk exposure, which, in turn, causes the
principal’s profit to rise. Hence, on one hand, a prior randomization between
two contracts allows the principal to push the expected wage under its first
best level ω∗. However, on the other hand, the induced randomization over
2Note that U(ω1, q1) < U(ω∗, q∗) < U(ω2, q2).
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effort levels might lower the expected payoff. Now, if the gain in the expected
profit due to the wage cut outweighs the potential loss due to a decreased
expected payoff, a new contract can be written that is favorable to both sides.
The assumption of a finite effort set is not crucial for our argument. More-
over, a necessary condition for ex-ante randomization to improve upon the
first–best is that the Pareto frontier is not concave. In the case of continuous
effort levels this includes non-concave utility functions or increasing return to
scales as it was studies by Fellingham et al. However, as the example demon-
strates, the Pareto frontier might well be concave around the first-best but,
nevertheless, admit profitable ex-ante randomization.
More general, the result is due to the particular relationship between
the utility function over wealth V , the cost function C and the conditional
expected payoff E[pi|q]. In the case of separable utility functions, at the
beginning, i.e. q small, costs attributed to a higher effort level must increase
substantially compared to the increase in the expected payoff whereas, at the
end, i.e. q large, the relation must be reversed.3 However, the result does not
depend on the assumption of separability of the agent’s utility function U as
long as the agent is risk–averse in wealth and U decreases in effort. Respective
examples can easily be constructed. According to the last paragraph, just let
U(ω, q) be bounded. Then, if for some q¯ > q∗, it holds that U(0, q¯) < −α and
E[pi|q¯] sufficiently large compared to E[pi|q∗] a similar result can be achieved.
It might be worthwhile pointing out that optimal ex-ante randomization
3In the discrete case only the first condition is needed.
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(in the case of a discrete choice set) may involve the use of those pure effort
levels which the principal would never be able to induce the agent to willingly
choose, for it were to costly for the principal to do so. To see this, suppose
that the agent’s income utility V is bounded from above, by some α > 0.
Now, if C(1) > α, there is no contract committing the agent to q = 1 and,
hence, the optimal contract would be at q = 0. In contrast, if the principal
is able to write contracts in the sense of our example, the expected payoff of
both parties could be increased by conditioning partly on q = 1.
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